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About This Content

Japan is known for aesthetic mastery when it comes to horror movies and games. Now, you can bring the same dizzying terror to
your players with this frightening audio pack!

Whether you want to add just a small spooky vibe to your project, or go all-out to completely terrify your player, The Music
Box: Japanese Horror is an excellent starting point. The music themes in this pack range from creepy nostalgia for flashbacks to
adrenaline-pumping action for chase scenes. A masterful blend of dissonance and melody will have your player at the edge of

their seat. Then sound-effects of eerie laughter, pained screams and groans will push them right over the edge.

Features:

20 BGM themes, some of which incorporate sound effects into complex melodies.

10 BGS themes, for a more ambient experience.

10 ME themes, composed of short music-box loops.

72 SE (sound effects), ranging from broken glass and dragging chains to groans and screams.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - The Music Box: Japanese Horror
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
bitter sweet entertainment
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese
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I'd put this on the good side of okay. It's far from the best Myst game (but also not the worst, see Myst IV), and it's fairly short -
I would have liked for the ages to be longer, particularly the super cool observatory age. The game also has a bit of a problem
with the endings to the ages (and indeed to the game itself) being very anticlimactic, tending to lack any big overarching final
puzzle to make the ending satisfying, like many better ages or better games have. There are also quite a lot of bugs, particularly
relating to the weird core mechanic the game has. There are also one or two puzzles that are rather obtuse, relying on rather
unexpected mechanics. And only one or two of the ages were especially memorable, sadly.

All that said, the game as a whole was enjoyable, and it didn't manage to lose my attention at any point. There's nothing in
particular that's bad about the game, it just fails to shine like it could have. I guess I would recommend this game if it's on sale
and you badly want another Myst game?. If this game cost more I wouldn't recommend it. This game is lacking some polish.
The potential is really great. There is a lot of fun to be had and I am sure this game will have some interesting mods and polish
to look forward to. In its current state and for its price I was having a lot of fun. It got pretty intense and I was really enjoying it.
So, I would recommend this game now and in the future I would probably recommend it even more.. Nice! Looks awesome in
3D (it is unreal engine). Will need less than 4 hours to complete. Not complicated, not frustrating, nothing really poetical.
Something fresh and fun. Wait for a 2 - 3 euros offer. 80/100. Black Mirror III is the third in a series of point and click type
horror games. I do recommend this game but I suggest that you definitely play Black Mirror II before you start this one. I would
start off with the original Black Mirror if you are patient and like point and click horror games. The second and third games are
not as scary as the original. They play more like a detective game than a horror game. Still at times I found Black Mirror III to
be creepy and unsettling.

The story in Black Mirror III takes place about three months after the events of Black Mirror II. You play as Darren Michaels, a
physics student from Boston who has recently discovered that he is related to an ancient noble family with a dark past. Things
kick off with Darren Michaels being released from the local jail in Willow Creek. Darren has been charged with arson (and
worse) for his alleged involvement in the damage that occurred to Black Mirror castle in the previous episode. Darren is
released from jail with strict bail conditions: he must take his anti-psychotic medication and must consult daily with a local
psychiatrist. You job is to help Darren clear his name by finding evidence that proves his innocence.

If you liked Black Mirror II, I think you will definitely like Black Mirror III. While I found Darren Michaels completely
unlikeable in the previous game, he starts to redeem himself in this one. He is much less of a jerk than previously.

Many of the locations in Black Mirror III are places seen in Black Mirror II but they have been captured from a different
perspective. I think the artwork in this game is very good. There is a lot of dialog in this game and I think the voice acting is well
done - I'm still not convinced that Darren has an authentic Boston accent though. As Darren visits locations, you can press the
space bar to see what objects Darren can manipulate.

The puzzles in Black Mirror III are more challenging than those in Black Mirror II. I found some of them to be (very)
frustrating as you don't really get any explanation of what you need to accomplish. A skip button is provided that will advance
you past the challenge if you get stuck - I did press that once.  It took me a very long time to assemble a stupid skeleton
properly.

For me I think the weakest part of this game was the explanation for how the mirror actually worked - but that didn't ruin the
journey to get to the ending.  The whole business with souls and shades ad possession seemed to be really reaching for some
plausible explanation. 

I give this game 7.5 out of ten - definitely worth picking up if it is on sale.. not happy with this - no subtitles. Really good game
and great to play with friends, but it still has a lot of issues the developer needs to fix.

1. I have played with a friend and won all three games, and had highest overall score, yet he got the win in his stats.
2. The game often glitches and I end up with 9 or 10 cards in my hand.
3. We have had games where in our stats, we both got the win, even though clearly one of us had lost by a large margin.
4. Local multiplayer doesn't work, and instead requires both people to be using the same PC, which is just the same as pass and
play.
5. When playing the bots, the scores seem to 'swap'. So for example, I won game 1 with a score of +30, and the bot had -4. After
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game 2, the scores had switches, so the bot had +30 for game 1, and I had the score of -4.

The list of issues I keep finding are piling up. These all seem like basic things that should have been noted in testing. I have
unfortunately had to change my recommendation to not recommended, because of them.
If these can be fixed, I would highly recommend this game.. It is a great game.But the lack of community and empty servers
really takes out the gameplay and action.. A good VR game experience. It's a bit dated, but great fun! A lot of people say that
the controls are bad, but they're not. You get the hang of them, and if not the game does tell you some of the controls. Overall
worth the $1!
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Well. It was pretty boring. I had virus checker running at the same time as playing and the game seemed pretty slow. In fact it
was so slow it was just too easy. I do not recommend unless you are waiting for death to come.. This is a cool demo for V.R..
House of Velez is an astoundingly well made game that takes you back to the olden days of horror. The cut scenes are well made
and the game is overall demented. Loved every second of it.. Game doesnt even run past the start screen. Also tries to turn on
automatically when steam turns on and cannot be turned off. Please make it playable. Cool concept.

EDIT

After factory resetting my computer it worked fine and YES. Factory resetting your computer to make this game work is worth
it! No other party game like this that can use your phones as controllers! Hoping for continued updates! Make more games like
JUMPZ!. It's been more than a year since any updates. Probably DOA.. Before I get started, one of the first things you should
do after installing this game is obtain the Playable Subs Mod for the best experience.
--
Cold Waters is a submarine simulation game that was released last year by Killerfish, the same company that made the turn-
based game Atlantic Fleet. Only now you're trading World War II and turn-based play for the Cold War and real-time play. It
mainly resembles an updated iteration of Microprose's 1989 subsim "Red Storm Rising" (as in Tom Clancy) though with a fresh
coat of paint and considerably better graphics.

You can either play in campaign mode, playing out several different missions ranging from attacking convoys, attacking escorts,
engaging in ASW against other submarines, delivering strikes on land based targets and special operations insertions. Or you can
play single missions, about the only point I could bag on here is that there is no multiplayer. However Cold Waters really shines
when you kick on the Playable Subs Mod.

You can use the Trafalgar class or if you really feel like kicking Ivan in the teeth, Playable Subs gives you access to the new
Astutes and Virginias.. Played v1.02 on the Rift (no official support but mostly worked).

Summary:
- An OK starter VR experience marred by interaction issues and lack of cues
- A very short (< 1 hr) experience vaguely similar to M.I.A.

Observations:
- Now that games suddenly have freely interacting "bodies" instead of decade+ standard controller expectations, devs need to
really consider physicality as if they were making actual objects.
- I suggest every VR dev go read something like Don Norman's "The Design of Everyday Things"
- Spending longer reviewing the game than playing it...

Pros:
- Decent atmosphere
- Puzzles provide a "reason" for basic VR interactions like pickup\/pull, smash\/throw, inventory, and bow
- Animal companions having stronger emotional impact in VR than pancake games
-- BUT, add some interactions. A human instinctively reaches out to pet or scratch their animals.

Cons:
- I assume this was intentional but the 2 voice overs are so distorted I could barely make out 10% of what was said.
-- "you'll meet interesting individuals" implies way more than a couple of 2 sentence VOX
- "In this short adventure game" ... "explore a strange world"
-- Another over-promise. 3 small "rooms" is hardly exploring.
- movement is too limited
-- adding at least of fixed 90 degree rotate would really help. Was constantly craning around and jumping back and forth trying
to get the right distance and angle for iteration
- I (and from some videos, others), flailed around too much.

-- picking up and turning screwdriver and picking the lock
--- I somehow opened the chest w\/o undoing the chains but couldn't get the treats and had to look online as to how that was
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supposed to work.
--- Lots of games let you smash or throw a couple items to no real point other than presence. There were a LOT of pots and this
felt like that. Had to go online to find that one pot mattered.
--- And again to figure out the turning the screwdriver trick. The picking vs just unlocking was too subtle and needing a cue
about the type of interaction.
-- With both audio and visual distraction, didn't see the blue house\/etc pieces for several minutes. This was a quite arbitrary
interaction with no real mechanical\/physical framing for why this puzzle did anything.
-- dog doesn't follow which means a long wait when you realize you need him
-- VR adventure games provide far more points for attempted interaction than a traditional point and click, and "cost" the player
far more effort. Therefor the interactions need to be much smoother and more natural to compensate. In this type of game, I
want to think things through with my mind not play Twister.
- Some minor annoyances on (unsupported) Rift, see discussion entry.. Fun and Original, but short.
At least here in Brazil the price is really low compared to the US price.
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